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Permafrost stores tremendous 
amounts of organic matter. 
Increasing temperatures will result 
in the release of additional 
greenhouse gases, which will in 
turn accelerate climate-warming.
The Global Terrestrial Network for 
Permafrost (GTN-P) provides 
systematic long-term measure- 
ments of permafrost temperature 
and active layer thickness (ALT), 
and is part of the Global Climate 
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METADATA & DATA CREATE/UPDATE GTN-P DATABASE METADATA /DATA VIEW & RETRIEVAL USER INTERFACE
DISTRIBUTED DATA MANAGEMENT GTN-P DMS API
Remote Sensing
Interface for Online Feed
Distant Database
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GTN-P data model Schema
OPEN LAYER
Map Control of measurement sites
- Search update markers on the map
- Can select area on the map, update the search
- Zoom and map position update from the search
- Reset button






































JQuery should be used
drag/drop citations/contacts
organization and sort them














- Collections Published Y/N
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- First measure date





























































































and thaw tube.) 
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- Query special views for WMS
- Database, gis schema, gt_pk_metadata_table for objects id




The map shows todays permafrost temperature at 314 out of 
1300 boreholes that contain data.
Generally permafrost temperature is increasing north to south, 
but are affected by site-specific conditions such as snow depth, 
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